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White
Good evening.  Tonight:  How to persuade employers to give better chances to visually impaired people who want to work.  And the machine its designers say will watch over you and keep you from harm.

Machine talking

More about the source of those rather Orwellian announcements later in the programme.

But first, one of the government’s most cherished arguments for toughening the tests about disabled people’s fitness for work is that they should be based on the premise that we want to work wherever possible.  And one of the repeated arguments raised against it is that the jobs aren’t there and that when they are employers don’t want to take a chance on a disabled applicant.  So last week the government organised what it described as the first conference involving employers and disabled people.  Amongst those there 35 of the Footsie top 100 companies plus a large number of middle sized and smaller companies too.  We wanted to know what effect this might have on visually impaired people keen to get jobs.  We sent Lee Kumutat to find out.

Kumutat
The aim of this – the first government conference on employment and disability – is to launch a campaign to encourage employers to become what has been branded Disability Confident.  It’s a two year campaign with a view to changing employers’ attitudes to disability with the ultimate goal of getting more disabled people into work.  

Disabilities Minister Esther McVey is one of the hosts of the conference.  Changing attitudes is great and very important but I asked her how the government plans to support employers to spend the money often required to make things such as job application forms and processes and in-house computer systems accessible to visually impaired people.

McVey
Well what we have said is we will support the business above and beyond what was a reasonable adjustment and we will do that.  And with the big companies – no we’re not, they’ve got to pay a contribution towards it but companies under the size of 50 we will support.  But this is a start of a two year ongoing relationship and all of those things are coming to a head.  And they could also look at the bottom sheet – which you’re looking at – and it’s worth £80 billion a year people say that the spend of disabled people and their families.  So if they were just looking at the numbers they’d say it’s worth it for us because that’s a customer base there but more importantly they’ll say but will people buy into our business and will they be loyal to our business, will they want to stick with us as a company.  Well yes if our staff represent the customers who come to us as well.  So I do believe it’s a win/win situation.

Kumutat
Sally Palet works in diversity at Airbus UK, an organisation with a workforce of about 10,000.  She admits that she’s come to the conference mainly to learn and says that they’re just starting out on their journey to employing more people who are visually impaired.

Palet
There are challenges in relation to integrating people into that work environment but I think we recognise it’s really important that we do that, I think from an ethical perspective it’s important that we do it, we are a big employer in the UK we should be doing it but myself, my colleagues, we genuinely believe that we will see improved business performance as a result of it.

Kumutat
I realise this is probably a loaded question and one that may be difficult for you to answer but how difficult a sell is that to your management?

Palet
I think at quite a top level we have a lot of senior sponsors and it’s recognised as important, as something that we should be doing.  I think perhaps where it’s more challenging for us is with some of our middle management who maybe don’t have experience of this sort of thing, they’re facing the daily pressures of programme and production deliveries and I don’t hold them at fault for their lack of awareness and ignorance if you like because I think if you haven’t encountered disability in your life you then wouldn’t necessarily know how to automatically deal with it.

Kumutat
This gathering has been very much about hearing success stories both from and about individuals and organisations.  Barclays Bank has been represented as one of the exemplary employers, doing well by their employees with impairments.  Paul Smyth is severely visually impaired and has worked at Barclays for the past 10 years, first within finance and now he heads up its accessibility team for customers and for employees.  I asked him whether he’d seen a change in the organisation’s culture over that 10 year period.

Smyth
The short answer is yes to that, getting the right kit and equipment in place so that I can do my day job is now far easier than it ever used to be.  In Barclays, for example, the map bit has improved but it’s still quite difficult for folks to find roles.  I think with technology and assistive technology over the last 10 years coming on leaps and bounds and for the what you might call the blind elite if you’re capable it’s really far easier than it ever used to be to shine and to progress up the career ladder.  But I think that’s one extreme.  I think for folks looking for roles it’s still very difficult.

Kumutat
Trying to change the attitudes of employers to disabilities could be seen as chipping away at one end of the problem but some research done by the Department of Work and Pensions found that 69% of a group of job search and employment support allowance claimants who identified themselves as having a disability said they never expected to get a job.  I put that to Esther McVey.

McVey
I’ve heard those statistics and I’ve spoken to people who have really said I want to work, how can you help us, we're up for it and then other people who think oh it isn’t for me and maybe they’ve taken a lot of knocks, maybe they’ve taken a lot of rejections and people turning them away and declining them.  So that does have an effect on your confidence, on your ability to do stuff and the longer you’re not in work the worse it gets because you’re not in touch with the latest technology and what’s going on and I think that’s really what we’re trying to change, hence a lot of work and research is going into those transition stages – so the first experience you have when you come out of school, when you come out of university really so people don’t feel they are in that space where they feel the employer doesn’t want them and it’s just too much for them to keep going back to be rejected.

Kumutat
One of those things about coming out of school and say going down to Job Centre Plus if you’re visually impaired is expecting that that person, your employment advisor, will understand your needs.  What happened to the specialists who were very specialised in visual impairment because it is a specific disability?

McVey
Well we have our disability employment advisors and they do have knowledge and expertise in certain fields and try and help people but that again is an area that we’ve got to ensure that we can support people.  So yes our work with the residential training colleges specifically for sight impairment, look at what sort of support they give there.  What I’ve noticed most about this job really is trying to get that tailored support, that tailored encouragement so that people can get in the workplace.

Kumutat
Was this really the best time to dismantle the sheltered workshop sector, you know and the push to find people work?

McVey
Well what we’re doing is ensuring that we’re giving people as much support as we can in the workplace to ensure that people can go into mainstream sustainable jobs and that’s the key thing, because when we were looking at the whole Remploy situation those jobs had had an uncertain future for many, many years.  And what we’ve got to do is make sure that people have a secure future and a secure job.  And the support people need, with that one on one person in a workplace that is going to last, that we provide that as a government.

Kumutat
The conference is winding up and I’m here with two visually impaired punters.  Tell me, Neil Barnfather, what did you think of the day?

Barnfather
I thought it was a very interesting conference and certainly very useful from the point of view of employers but I have serious reservations over the idea as to whether or not this is going to help disabled people on the ground.

Kumutat
What about participation of visually impaired people in this conference?  I noted Neil that you were unhappy because there was an audience voting system that didn’t seem to work for you.

Barnfather
No that’s right.  The system was (in inverted commas) “geared up” as two iPads allegedly per table, so that participants and delegates here could tap out their answers or how they were feeling about things, so they could sort of gauge audience participation today.  But a. they weren’t iPads and b. they weren’t accessible – the products.  So immediately we had a barrier where a conference organised by the DWP with mainstream employers was immediately excluding all visually impaired people, which I obviously voiced a concern over very early on.

Kumutat
Andrew Lamont, what did you think of the day?

Lamont
I thought it was a great first attempt to bring employers and people with disabilities together in the same room.  So on that level it was a great success.  But on a different level I would say that it was frustrating because although it was holding up some idealised models of big employers taking on 12 people with disabilities and hoping they’ll get 60%, i.e seven people, in employment by the end of that year that is such a small number in proportion to their tens of thousands of people in their overall employment of that organisation that it shows that employers, although they’re trying which is obviously positive, they’re trying too little and it’s not too late but it’s at a late stage.

White
Andrew Lamont ending that report from Lee Kumutat.

Of course a key component in getting work these days is having the right technology which is one of the reasons so many visually impaired people regularly flock to Sight Village in Birmingham.  Traditionally one of the most comprehensive exhibitions of the very latest kit for visually impaired people around.  It was originally started by the British Computer Association of the Blind.  So we asked its president, Dr Mike Townsend, to cast his fingers and ears over the latest stuff.  Interestingly he started not with work but with the latest equipment to help more vulnerable people cope in their own homes.

Townsend
Social isolation is one of the real biggies for blind people, particularly when they’re losing their sight, they seem to get cut off from their friends, neighbours, relatives and isolated in their own homes.

White
So where does technology come in because you could imagine that using technology is even more isolating if you’re not careful?

Townsend
Yeah well the first product I really looked at at Sight Village this year was Life Care available from Sight and Sound Technologies.  It’s a tablet and when it’s idle it’s just showing pictures, like a picture frame, of your friends, family, nice scenes but if you need it you touch it and up come all the applications.  One important application is support or help me and if you tap that then you’re immediately in contact by video link with one of your helpers.  And they can see what you’re like and you can talk to them and get direct help.

White
So do you need any technological skills at all or do you just touch it?

Townsend
Just touch it, you touch your picture and up come the applications.  Then there are other many applications on that such as keeping in touch with people.  So there’ll be faces on there and if you want to talk to them you touch their face and immediately you’d Skype and you could be in video communication with your best friends or your relatives, just have a chat with them.

White
I don’t want to ask you about prices specifically, we will have that information of course, but I mean often what stops people getting this kind of stuff is cost, is that a problem – is this tied in with any other method of helping people get care?

Townsend
Oh well I would imagine that their care package could help to support it but I would say it’s not out of the way – it’s 150 quid for installation but you do then have to pay £27.95 per month for the service and then your internet broadband phone package is £19.95.  So I don’t actually think it’s out of the way.  And my opinion is it’s good that they’ve put a service charge in there because often people sell these and you get lifetime support then they give up on you when they’ve run out of money.  So you pay once a month for this service.  And the great thing about this service is that it’s what’s called Push, so one thing you can do is have all your appointments on there [machine talking….] and it can remind you to take your tablets or go to a doctor [machine talking….].  It’s got entertainment in it as well and it’s got a notes feature – sort of notepad type thing – so carers can put on that what they’ve done for you, so that there’s a log all through the day or the week that shows what’s happened to you.  And also of course you get video support – if you pick up a packet you could show it to your friends, say what is it, how often should I take it and they could tell you.

White
Is anyone else doing anything similar to this?

Townsend
No I haven’t come across anything, this is really innovative and I think it’s come at the right moment because lots of people do want to live independently and also not feel isolated in their homes.  But the proof of the pudding is in the eating and I’d like to see how it works out for – when it’s really launched.  It’s just right at the very beginning at the moment.

White
Right.  Now you mentioned cost and we talked about the fact that people often aren’t sure what they’re getting when they’re looking at equipment, you’ve got news of a sort of try before you buy set up.

Townsend
Yeah the DLF or Disabled Living Foundation have got a library of products and you can browse it on the web and say ooh that looks really as if it might help me quite a lot, so you could borrow it from the library and the only cost of borrowing these gadgets and things from the library is the return postage – that’s all they charge.

White
How long can you borrow it for?

Townsend
Two weeks.

White
Right, so…

Townsend
That would give you time enough to see if it’s for you I think.

White
And what kind of things do they have in the library?

Townsend
Things like colour detectors, liquid level indicators, things to help you around the kitchen.  I think also you can try some CCTVs and things like that.

White
Right, so until we get to the CCTVs not talking about particularly costly things.  I’m glad you mentioned those because they’ve been around for a long time but there’s a new development there.

Townsend
Absolutely, it’s very exciting.  It’s called Prodigi or Pro Digi which stands for Professional Digital and it’s a CCTV without the X Y table.  Now I don’t know if you know what they are, it’s a – you put your book or whatever it is you want to read on a table that moves under the camera and it’s quite a cumbersome thing and you move it around and try and focus the camera on to it.  They’ve done away with that and what they’ve got is a little tablet computer and you plug that in to the CCTV machine and it focuses down on the book that you want to read but you don’t move the flat thing, you’ve got at the front a touchpad and you can with the touchpad magnify a bit, move the spot around magnify that bit and it all comes up on a regular screen.  But also the great thing is you take the tablet away with you with your documents in it, so if you’ve looked at them on this Prodigi on your desk then you can take them all away with you.  And something else it will read it out loud to you if you want, so it’ll recognise the characters often and read you the book if that’s what you want.  Now a lot of the other ones were doing this, that’s an innovative thing all through the exhibition, all the CCTVs now can read out loud to you as well.

White
Okay, let’s revert to audio because of course so much equipment that we have now involves using headphones, a lot of the navigating equipment that we have, not to mention of course using things to listen to reading and that kind of thing but that cuts you off from what’s going on around you.  There’s a solution to that too?

Townsend
Yes it’s very trendy, sleek and black and it sits over your head and presses against your cheekbone and it doesn’t cover your ears at all.  So when I’m coming down to say the Saddington Road I can hear turn left on the Saddington Road and my ears are still free because it’s come through my cheekbone into my head, my ears are still free to hear the people round me and the traffic on the road.

White
Because that’s always been the major criticism of this kind of equipment, isn’t it, that while it gives you information on the one hand, it cuts you off from what you naturally hear.  So you’ve tried this out have you?

Townsend
Oh it’s wonderful and it sort of comes into your head, I can’t really describe it but it’s there inside your head.

White
And there are a few examples of people doing this I think.

Townsend
There are one or two.  Bone Poke was an old one but nowhere near as good as the Aftershocks Blues.

White
Right, as far as reading machines and scanning machines, so that you can produce books in print, what are the developments there?

Townsend
So for reading books in print there’s a great new one called Read Desk and it was being sold by quite a number of people across the exhibition, including one called Pamtrad.  And what’s good about it is you can really put a book quite skewed or a document quite skewed under it and the camera takes a picture and it still reads it out clearly to you.  You used to have to be very accurate in registering the book, you had to be straight upright but no slanty angles or anything but this was really – I put it almost 45 degrees and it still read perfectly to me.

White
Right, and there’s another reading machine isn’t there, Eye Pal?

Townsend
Oh yeah, Eye Pal, it’s by the way Eye Pal to do with your eye, they’ve really made them look trendy.  You put a book under it or a letter under it and automatically it takes a picture and it reads it out to you in a nice clear and crisp voice.  It can store the stuff but it’s so quick, it’s like a sighted person reading, that they don’t store a book when they’re reading it, they just stick it and read it and turn the page and move on.  And that’s how it should be done.

White
Dr Mike Townsend. 

And we’ve got comprehensive information about the equipment Dr Townsend described, that’s on our website where you can also get a free download of tonight’s programme.  And if you’d prefer you can call our actionline for 24 hours after the programme, that number 0800 044 044.  From me, Peter White, producer Cheryl Gabriel and the team, goodbye.



